MOPP Level 4 AAR by Roger Burley
Lt. Fisher enters the board in his Bradley
at full speed.

Lt. Kirillin enters the board in his BMP3 at full speed.

Both scout platoon commanders are on their
radios calling for reinforcements
Without a response, the Bradley pulls up
and stops at the corner of the built up
area.

The BMP-3, after crossing the bridge,
bears right along the tree-line and stops.
Lt. Kirillin continues to observe the
small industrial area across the field. He
continues to try to bring up his new
squad, but being understood through the
mask is almost impossible!

Lt. Fischer does not have a good line of
sight to the bridge and seemingly no
radio reception in his current position, so
elects to move further into the buildings.

Kirillin is the first to contact another
Russian vehicle. His new BTR-80 &
squad is anxious to get into the fight, so
even though the radio transmission is
somewhat garbled, they take off down
the road towards the bridge.

TOW on the target moving across his
line of sight.

Fisher continues to try to get someone
on his radio. The radioman checks the
crypto gear to make sure it is working.
Meanwhile, the driver is slowly
advancing down the street to where it
turns into a walled compound. Using his
sights, the gunner looks for any sign of
enemy activity.
As the Bradley driver is turning around
at the end of the street, the gunner yells,
“Stop!” and just to be sure he gets his
point across, the gunner kicks the driver
in the shoulder.

The BTR-80 makes it over the bridge at
full speed. He spots his commander to
the right in what looks like an overwatch
position. Standard platoon drill for
Kirillin’s platoon is to leap frog ahead to
cover the advance of the next element.
Since the only position that isn’t abeam
his Lt is across the field, the BTR driver

steps on the pedal and races out along
the field on the road.

The gunner does not see the BMP
because of the buildings to the left, but
he does see a BTR rapidly advancing
down the road. He decides not to use a

As the BTR is about
halfway across the open
area, the driver sees a
large projectile impact
the road in front of him.
Why’s the Lt shooting
at us? The next round
explodes in the compartment, and the

BTR grinds to a halt.
In a chemical environment he does not
want to reload a TOW and risk tearing a
hole in his suit. So the 25mm autocannon is his choice of weapon, besides
a BTR can’t handle the 25mm rounds.

With the crew injures and the BTR
sounding like it has swallowed a tractor,
the squad leader in back yells, “Get out
of this death trap!” which to his squad
sounds like, “Gish yota tis drh trout!”
But the soldiers at the back door get the
message and carefully get out of the
BTR, moving to the left in the shelter of
the hull. Just as the squad leader gets
out of the BTR another couple of large
caliber rounds snap overhead.

The gunner continues to watch his front
and along the road near the field. In
back, Lt. Fisher keeps trying to make
contact with the rest of his platoon, but
to no avail.
Maybe I set the wrong Zulu date
frequency?
Did I lose the antenna?
Is it plugged in?
Did I turn it on?
Do we have the right codebook?
How can I speak clearer?
Is the mike unplugged?
Is the squelch too high?
Is it running on backup battery not
onboard power?
Are the batteries new?

The squad leader pumps his arm and
points in the direction of the nearest
building, and the men move as fast as
they can in their chemical gear in that
direction, hoping the dead BTR will
block the enemy fire.

Finally, Fisher tells the driver, “Too long
in this position, move out SLOWLY.”
With that Fisher goes back to making
radio calls and trying to figure out what
is wrong with the radio or why no one is
answering up.

The inexperienced
squad is essentially
out of the fight.

After having the gunner swing the turret
directly to the rear, the Bradley
commander tells the driver to back-up
straight, and he would help guide the
Bradley as best he could.

Lt. Kirillin continues to move at half
speed across the open area, feeling like
he is naked in Gorky Park, sure at any
moment a missile will come his way or
25mm rounds might cut up his BMP
almost as easily as the BTR, now dead
on the road to his left.

Maybe going on the other side of the two
large metal barns behind them will help
in radio transmission/reception. At least
it is a shot since nothing else seems to be
working for the Lt.

As Kirillin reaches the gaudy compound
he stops, well hidden by the buildings
and the walls, yet able to see to the ends
of the building complex.

As the driver starts to turn around, Fisher
says, “No, go to the end of the buildings
near the woods and see if any Russians
slipped around the end.” Then he gets
back to the radio.

Kirillin gets back on the radio and tries
to contact the veteran squad – surviving
since the start of this war makes them a
veteran.

Once clear of most of the buildings, the
gunner uses his sights to check for any
enemy indications. The Limit in
visibility and chemical environment
make him unwilling to open the hatch to
look around and listen, it is the best he
has.
Fisher orders the Bradley crew to work
back towards the other end of the
complex. Taking the Bradley
commander’s advice, he tells them to go
around the west side of the complex,
between the pond and the large metal
buildings.

Driving at full speed he reaches the dead
BTR and cuts around it and into the
field, then he heads for the far right side
of the building complex where Lt
Kirillin is stopped.

Who knows? The Bradley crew’s idea
might work – use the metal as a signal
reflector!
Anyway, back to the radio.
Passing the metal buildings works,
maybe the garbled message gets through,
or the veteran squad was finally tired of
waiting, and went to see what happened
to the Lt. (probably the last).
Because the Stryker gunner sees the
Bradley when they entered the board, the
Stryker commander cuts sharp left
around the pond, passing behind the
Lt.’s Bradley, heading for the south end
while the Stryker heads north.
Almost immediately, the veteran squad
leader acknowledges the order to move
forward.

The veteran squad knows what to do.
They are to go to the walled building
group and dismount. Then start moving
through the entire complex, building by
building, until they
encounter enemy
resistance, meet up
with
reinforcements, or
run out of buildings
to search.

The veteran BTR pulls up alongside the
last building and prepares to dismount its
squad.

The Stryker slows as it comes up to the
woods.
Inside, the gunner looks for targets. He
has the best of both worlds – all the
advanced sensing and targeting systems
of the big M1A2 and the oldest heavy
machine gun in the world. As the driver
comes to a stop to let the squad out in
back, he spots the nose of a BTR ahead.

Assembling in the center of the walled
compound, the two fire teams prepare to
move to the next set of buildings. The
lookout facing west hears muffled
engine noises in that direction. On alert,
the squad deploys to cover the two open
entrances to the compound.

“Ma Deuce will pluck this grape!”
Taking careful aim, he fires a burst and
gets at least one solid hit.
The driver instinctively ducks when
something hits the hull above his head
and bounces off.
The two fire teams in back take the hit as
a signal to “un-horse” and quickly get
out of the Stryker, moving into the
adjacent trees.

As they move out around the Stryker,
they get only a short distance before they
take fire from the walled compound near
the BTR.

The BTR gunner sees the Stryker to his
left and fires. He thinks he got a hit.
The gunner/commander in the small
turret takes the full blast from the AP
round that penetrates the turret. Once
the lifeless commander slips down into
the crew compartment, the frightened
survivors bailout.

Back at his original starting point, Lt.
Fisher tries again to contact another
Stryker, with no success. The garble
report from the first Stryker sounds like
they got a BTR, but taking small arms
fire from the other end of the complex.

Lt. Kirillin decides he needs to go
hunting. It appears that he has lost
another BTR to the Americans, and from
his prospective, he is outnumbered.

He decides to move around the east side
of the complex, hoping to flank the
enemy at the other end.
The Bradley creeps ahead slowly, but
before it clears the adjacent wall and
gets a good look at the attacker, the it is
hit. The round bounces around inside
and hits a stowed TOW missile which
explodes.

He knows there is a Bradley around
somewhere. The BMP gunner keeps his
focus straight ahead, incase anything
pops out from between the buildings.

Lt. Fisher pulls those he can from the
burning wreckage and moves back
around the nearby house and collapses.
No radio – no help àwithdraw

The BMP is ready when the Bradley
comes around the corner of the far
compound. One of the coaxial 30mm
rounds hits with catastrophic results.

